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EN: Hopper
CZ: Násypka
SK: Násypka
PL: Zbiornik
HU: Szóróanyag tároló

EN: Transmission
CZ: Převodovka
SK: Prevodovka
PL: Przekładnia
HU: Hajtómű

EN: Setting control
CZ: Regulace otevření dvířek
SK: Regulácia otvorenia dvierok
PL: Regulacja wysypu
HU: Szórás szabályozó gomb

EN: Spreading plate
CZ: Rozmetací talíř
SK: Rozmetací tanier
PL: Obsypniku
HU: Szórólemez

EN: Control lever  
CZ: Páka otevření
SK: Páka otvorenia
PL: Dźwignia wysypu
HU: Szabályozó kar

EN: Handle  
CZ: Horní madlo
SK: Horné madlo
PL: Uchwyt
HU: Tolókar
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EN: Operating conditions
CZ: Provozní podmínky
SK: Prevádzkové podmienky
PL: Warunki użytkowania
HU: Működési hőmérséklet

-5°C – +35°C
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Garden Spreader 
USER’S MANUAL

CONTENTS

GENERAL SAFETY REGULATIONS

SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE

Before the first operation, please read the owner’s manual carefully!

This instruction manual is intended primarily to familiarise the operator with safety, insta-
llation, operation, maintenance, product storage and troubleshooting and it provides 
important information. So keep it well so that other users can find information in the future 
too. Due to the constant development and adaptation to the latest demanding EU stan-
dards, technical and optical changes can be made to the products without prior notice. 
Photos and drawings in this instruction manual may only be illustrative. Therefore, no legal 
claims related to this instruction manual, in particular any slight minor deviations from the 
information contained therein, can be applied if the product continues to meet all of the 
above mentioned certifications, standards and declarations, and works as described. In 
case of confusion, contact the importer or retailer.

If you notice any damage during transport or unpacking, notify your supplier immediately.  
DO NOT PUT INTO OPERATION.

This product is exclusively intended for the use:
• distribution of fertilizers, seeds and road salt
•  according to the corresponding descriptions and safety instructions in these operating 

instructions.
Any other use is not as intended.

ILLUSTRATED ATTACHMENT ........................................................................................................................................................................................2–3
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OPERATION ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................6
MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE .....................................................................................................................................................................................6
DISPOSAL ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................7

If the product is used for any purpose other than the intended purpose or if unauthorized modifica-
tion is made, the statutory warranty and statutory responsibility for defects as well as any liability 
on the part of the manufacturer will be void.
Please keep in mind that our products are not designed for commercial, trade or industrial use 
according to their intended purpose. We accept no liability if the product is used in these or 
comparable conditions.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE|TRAINING|DEVICE-SPECIFIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS EN

CAUTION!

1. TRAINING

2. DEVICE-SPECIFIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Never use the product if it is close to people, especially children or pets.
The user is liable for all damages caused to third parties or their property.
Keep these instruction manual and use them whenever you need more information.
If you don´t understand some of these instructions, contact your dealer. If the pro-
duct is lent to another person, it is necessary to lent this instruction manual with it.

Read the instructions carefully and keep them for future reference in case you are not sure 
about the proper operation.
•  Never allow use by children or people unfamiliar with these instructions. Local regulations may 

specify an age limit of the operator.
•  The product is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 

sensory or mental capacity or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they are supervised  
by a person responsible for their safety or unless that person has learned to use the product.

•  Do not allow anyone to operate the broadcast spreader without proper instructions.
•  Do not permit children to operate the broadcast spreader.
•  The product must not be used by: tired people, people under the influence of alcohol, people 

who take drugs or other substances decreasing attention, pregnant women, persons with poor 
physical condition, people who do not read instructions, children.

•  Wear eye and hand protection when handling and when applying lawn or garden chemicals.
•  Read the chemical label instructions and cautions for handling and applying the chemicals 

purchased for spreading.
•  Never use the cart for spreading in windy weather.
•  Do not use the product in places where you do not have a stable position and support for the 

feet, such as slopes or after rain. Such areas may be slippery and dangerous.
•  The machine can be operated only by one person.
•  Do not run with the device. When handling the spreader, wear solid closed shoes. Watch out 

for icy surfaces or wet grass.
•  Keep all nuts, bolts and screws tight to be sure equipment is in safe working condition.
•  Follow maintenance and lubrication instructions as outlined in this manual.
•  Always keep hands and feet away from moving parts.
•  Never tow spreader with a motorized vehicle.
•  Do not exceed equipment maximum load capacity.
•  Replace or repair damaged or worn parts immediately.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION|OPERATION|MAINTENANCE AND STORAGEEN

3. INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION

4. OPERATION

5. MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE

1.  Make sure that all parts are tightly assembled.
2. Make sure the device is not damaged. All damaged parts must immediately replaced.
3. Make sure that spreading is off – control lever is released.
4.  Fill the hoppe. This should not be done on the lawn as scattering material may be lost through 

accidental spillage or the lawn may be damaged through extreme over-fertilisation.
5. Set the desired value by turning the adjustment screw spreading (fig 1, position 2). 
6.  Now the spreader is ready. Start walking, then squeeze the trigger to open the spreader.
Always push the spreader when applying product. When pulled backward while open,
the spreader may apply an excessive amount and damage the lawn.
NOTE: Due to the wide range of fertilizer and their different density we can‘t indicate
the general settings. For best setting, use the instructions below: Empty the number of pounds the 
manufacturer recommends for 1,000 square feet into the spreader. Adjust the spreader to a very 
low setting and spread product over a 1,000 square – foot area (50 by 20 feet, 33 by 30 feet, or 
equivalent). Adjust the setting upward after judging how much product has been applied to the 
test area. Remember: it is safer to under-apply with the test and increase setting later as needed. 
Some fertilizers can burn your lawn if over – applied.

•  Move the spreader first, before squeezing the control lever.
•  Stop the spreader after you had released the control lever.
•  Clean the impeller plate after each use. Fertilizer stuck on the impeller blades will cause 

uneven spreading.
•  Your spreader is designed to be pushed at three miles per hour, which is a brisk walking 

speed. Slower or faster speeds will change the spread patterns.
•  Clean your spreader thoroughly after each use. Wash between the shut off plate and bottom 

of the hopper.

•  Never leave product in the spreader. Pour leftover material back into the package and seal the 
package tightly.

•  After each use, wash thoroughly to remove all material clinging to the spreader. Hot water may be 
required at times to remove stubborn residue. Allow the spreader to dry thoroughly.

•  Wipe with a cloth soaked in a preserving oil all metal parts after washing and before storing.
•  Store your spreader in a clean dry place.
•  Periodically check all fasteners for tightness.
•  Annually clean and lightly lubricate parts.
•  Use a anticorrosive spray paint to touch up scratched or worn painted metal surfaces.
•  Never exceed load capacity rating it will damage the spreader.
•  Never allow material to remain in the hopper for extended periods of time.
•  Before storing make sure the spreader is clean and dry for years of trouble free service.
•  Store indoors or protected area during severe weather and winter months.
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DISPOSAL EN

6. DISPOSAL
•  Dispose your device, accessories and packaging in accordance with the requirements of 

environmental protection into the recycling collection center.
•  This machine does not belong to the household waste. Save the environment and take this 

device to designated collection points where it will be received for free. For more information 
please contact your local authority or nearest collection point. Improper disposal may be 
punished according to national regulations.

•  Never dispose of residual chemicals or contaminated rinsing solutions in waterways, drains, 
sewers, street gutters or manholes. Observe the precautionary instructions of the chemical 
manufacturer.

•  Empty containers of chemicals dispose of as hazardous waste (see the product manufactu-
rer‘s recommendations). Never put containers into the household waste.
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2310, Szigetszentmiklós 
Kántor u. 10

A FAST Hungary Kft. (2310, Szigetszentmiklós, 
Kántor u. 10) mint a termék magyarországi im-
portőrea jótállási jegyen feltüntetett típusú és gyár-
tási számú készülékre jótállást biztosít a fogyasztók 
számára az alábbi feltételek szerint:




